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Happy summer everyone!  

Being the new guy on the block, I decided to take 
a shot at a fresh new look to our newsletter, a new 
chapter logo, and the initiation of a Young Ravens 
program geared towards the needs of our younger 
professional workforce. These changes signify the 
recent turnover in our chapter leadership, and a 
progressive look towards the future. I hope you like 
them.  I would like to welcome our new sponsors and 
chapter members identified in this month’s newsletter.  
I look forward to your ideas and suggestions on how 
to make the Susquehanna Chapter even better in the 
future. This month’s feature article is on CERDEC’s 
CYBER SIGMA initiative to align and synchronize core 
Cyber Electro-Magnetic Activity (CEMA) program 
efforts across the R&D community.  I applaud I2WD 
on their leadership in this area.  We also are proud to 
announce that several of our chapter members have 
been singled out for two national AOC awards for 
Cyber and induction into the AOC Technology Hall of 
Fame. Congratulations!  Lastly, you may (or may not) 
recognize the featured person in this month’s “Know a 
Crow.” If you do not, give me a shout and I think I can 
link you up with him.  

“You miss 100 percent of 
the shots you don’t take”
-Wayne Gretzky

     Michael Ryan
     President
     AOC Susquehanna Chapter  
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For those familiar with DHPC 
Technologies, they are likely to 
be known for their EO/IR analysis 
and IRCM Technical Expertise. 
Since their founding in 1992, DHPC 
Technologies has matured this 
basis, yet has also evolved into 
additional technology domains and 
service areas. DHPC recognizes 
the breadth of expertise and 
specialized skills necessary to 
ensure responsive, high-quality 
support. DHPC, through years 
of experience, has a thorough 
understanding of their customer’s 
mission and technology focus 
as well as their needs and 
requirements. In response to these 
requirements, DHPC provides the 
requisite engineering, technical 
services and program management 
skills to provide best value services 
and solutions. Regardless of the 
technology or specific science, 
they are proud to remain focused 
on providing innovative technology 
centric solutions. 

DHPC has industry leaders in 
engineering solutions for laser 
design and application, electronics 
and technology forensics, 
countermeasure system testing 
and verification, specialized 
Counter-IED techniques and 
systems, and high-tech laboratory 
design and operation. Nearly all of 
the efforts they undertake are in 
pursuit of achieving solutions for 
challenges that have never before 
been realized. They are recognized 
for overcoming difficult challenges 

with fresh ideas and practical 
solutions. DHPC Technologies 
specializes in providing technical 
services in the areas of systems 
engineering, testing, sensor/system 
evaluations, modeling/simulation 
and proto-typing. Their customers 
rely upon them for independent 
evaluation and analysis to assist in 
the requirements determination, 
technology development and 
testing phases of complex 
electronic warfare programs.

 
Torch Technologies (DUNS 
122515708, CAGE Code 3CBV3) 
is a 100-percent employee-
owned small business with 
over 368 employees dedicated 
to quality technical services, 
competitive costs, and ethical 
business practices headquartered 
in Huntsville, Alabama, with 
employee-owners located in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado; 
Corpus Christi, Texas; Eglin AFB, 
Florida; Pacific Missile Range 
Facility, Hawaii; Reagan Test 
Site, Kwajalein; and Aberdeen, 
Maryland.

Torch Technologies is dedicated 
to providing superior research, 
development, and engineering 
services to the Department 
of Defense in the following 
primary areas: Weapon System 
Performance Analysis to include 
sensors/seekers, aerodynamics, 
guidance and control, target 
discrimination, endgame 

performance, and command and 
control; Modeling and Simulation 
with emphasis primarily on 
high-fidelity level simulations 
including all digital simulations, 
Software-in-the-Loop (SWIL) 
and Hardware-in-the-Loop 
(HWIL) simulations; Information 
Technology such as distributed 
simulations/data management, 
visualization techniques, high 
performance computers, and 
network integration; Manned 
and Unmanned Aviation; 
Test & Evaluation (T&E); and 
Advanced Technology Research 
and Development including 
development, testing, and 
implementation of innovative 
algorithms and software.

As we move forward and the 
Chapter grows we want to assure 
our sponsors that their voices will 
continue to be heard with respect 
to our mission and how we add 
value to the APG community. 

As of July 13, 2015 the chapter is 
supported by 23 sponsors:  5 Gold, 
17 Silver, and 1 Bronze.
 
Several opportunities exist to 
participate in the AOC monthly 
Lunch and Learn Series to I2WD 
and PEO IEW&S employees. The 
Boeing Company will provide a 
presentation on secure mobile 
technology in the August 2015 
Lunch and Learn. We welcome 
other sponsors to present 
technical topics in future events.

Future sponsors should be 
aware that they can find all the 
information necessary to become 
a sponsor on the Susquehanna 
Chapter AOC webpage. 

APG SUSQUEHANNA AOC CHAPTER  
WELCOMES NEW SPONSORS 
 By David Lockhart

Please welcome DHPC Technologies and Torch  
Technologies to the Chapter’s family of sponsors, 
joining several other pillars of the APG community. 
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Don’t let the name fool you! 
We Old Crows aren’t all gray-
haired scope-toting, slide rule-
slinging ham radio geeks! 
 
In Aberdeen and across the broader Cyber, EW 
and SIGINT (CEWS) workforce, younger faces are 
filling integral leadership and technical roles on our 
teams. These bright, ambitious people are leading 
dynamic engineering teams, managing critical 
capabilities and representing unique approaches 
to the Army’s Cyber Electro-Magnetic Activity 
(CEMA) challenges. Enriching their collegiate 
and early career experiences with those from the 
more senior team members around them, these 
emerging leaders yearn to make their mark on the 
community, the solutions we collectively deliver, 
and the victories our women and men in uniform 
are able to achieve.

To serve this growing segment of our community, 
the Susquehanna Roost is officially launching 
a Young Ravens program. The primary goal of 
this group is to appeal to the technical career 
development of CEMA professionals within PM 
EW, CERDEC, and industry who are 40 or under, 
offering them unique training, mentoring and 

social opportunities. AOC National is on board as 
well and plans to initiate a Young Crow program 
starting  at the 52nd Annual AOC International 
Symposium and Convention, December 1-3, 2015. 
Further, the Roost’s Ravens will continue leading 
the existing TechChallenge activity to showcase 
innovative, low-cost solutions to present-day 
C4ISR challenges -- this year’s competition being 
focused on wearable C4ISR creations.

You do not need to be 40 or under to engage with 
the Young Ravens. The Roost is seeking young 
professionals to take lead positions in making this 
program a successful component of the Chapter, 
while leveraging senior members of the community 
to shape, advise and advocate for the program. Do 
you have a young engineer, manager or technician 
in your group? Civilian, military or industry - all are 
encouraged so send them our way! Together we 
can build an empowering, valuable resource for 
these emerging leaders to be inspired, connected 
and effective.  
 
 
 

THE (Not So) OLD CROWS OF ABERDEEN
 By Michael J. Bowen

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
please contact William Newton  
at newton_william@bah.com.
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Welcome New May 2015 Chapter Members!
We would like to extend a welcome to the new members of 
the Susquehanna Chapter of the Association of Old Crows:

MEMBERSHIP
 By Megan Sage

David Carey      Envision Innovative Solutions
Patrick Cronin      University of Delaware
Rachel Dabay      Towson University
Kenneth Gilliard     US Army CERDEC I2WD
Andrew Kemper     Towson University
William Moffitt      Towson University
George Montgomery     University of Delaware
Thomas Rannenberger     University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Jack Slettebak      University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Frank Sulpizio      University of Delaware

JUNE MEMBERSHIP REPORT: 
Active Members for 1Q & 2Q 2015

As of June 2015, the Chapter has 197 
active members. A review of membership 
numbers in 1Q & 2Q 2015 show a 
range from 197 members in June to 168 
members in March. The overall change 
in 6 months is +2 members showing a 
stable membership. The fluctuation in 
membership over the sixth month period 
is due to members renewal (a decrease) 
and increases through new student 
scholarship members (10) and new 
members through membership drives. 

Membership renewal is easy and fast 
online at www.crows.org or email 
Megan Sage at apgcrows@gmail.com 
for assistance. Please don’t let your 
membership suspend especially as 
many events are planned for the next 
six months, including the Cyber Electro-
Magnetic Activity (CEMA) conference 
being held at Aberdeen Proving Ground 
on 05-08 October 2015.

          Jan             Feb            Mar            Apr            May            Jun

          195          

186

173

168

189

197

We thank you all for your support of AOC and for joining the Chapter 
and look forward to seeing you at upcoming Chapter events!
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Check here if you would like to be a part of the Information Operations Institute (IOI):  The IO Institute is a 
department of the Association of Old Crows chartered by the AOC Board of Directors to give members of 
the IO community an opportunity to exchange ideas and keep informed about current and discrete devel-
opments in the field of Information Operations.

EMPLOYER TYPE PRINCIPLE JOB FUNCTION PRODUCT/SERVICE/APPLICATION
Army    Management Corp   EW/C2W   Space Applications
Navy    Management General  Avionics    Radar
Coast Guard   Engineering R&D        Intelligence Directed Energy
Marines   Operations    C3 IO
Air Force   Marketing  Computers Other
DoD Civilian   Data Processing   Electronics
Government Non-DoD   Procurement    Electro-Optics
Industry    Production    Communications
Education   Engineering Support   Test/Diag
Other Training   Logistics

Testing Consultant
Other Components

1 Year–$45 3 Years–$115 LIFE–$500 STUDENT–$15 RETIRED–$15

AOC Educational Foundation Donation $

Payment (US dollars only) Check One:      Check enclosed          Visa MasterCard         American Express

Credit Card Number Expiration Date

Signature Date

Recruited by

Association of Old Crows
1000 North Payne Street, Suite 200 | Alexandria, VA 22314 | Phone: 703-549-1600 | Fax: 703-549-2589

www.crows.org

FIRST  MI  LAST  RANK/TITLE

MAILING ADDRESS

CITY  STATE  ZIP CODE  COUNTRY

TELEPHONE  FAX (OPTIONAL)

EMAIL

PAYMENT INFORMATION (Make checks payable to: Association of Old Crows)
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I2WD CYBER, 
EW, SIGINT 
(CEWS) Thrust
By Mike Lombardi

The CEWS thrust area will focus on coalescing various CYBER, EW and SIGINT capabilities into 
demonstrable, integrated solution sets. Initial focus will be on enhancing Cyber Situational Awareness 
(SA) and Situational Understanding (SU) via tactical assets and integrating and analyzing obtained data in 
existing DCGS and Mission Command systems. The CEWS thrust area will furthermore serve as I2WD’s 
primary contribution to the CERDEC Cyber SIGMA Initiative.  
 

The mission of the CERDEC CYBER SIGMA Initiative is to:  

Coalesce all CERDEC CEMA S&T activities into a single focused strategic vision. 
This unified approach will align core CEMA and related foundational mission 
areas to include Offensive Cyber Operations (OCO), Defensive Cyber Operations 
(DCO), Electronic Warfare, Spectrum Management, DoD Information Networks 

(DoDIN) / Network Operations (NetOps), Mission Command, and Data fusion. By leveraging 
expertise across these technology areas, the CEMA SIGMA Initiative will develop clear 
CERDEC wide capability recommendations to address the highest priority CEMA operational 
requirements, and will subsequently align existing and emerging R&D programs across CERDEC 
to demonstrate the feasibility of these proposed solutions. The CEMA SIGMA initiative 
will serve as a focusing and synergizing function, promoting collaboration, integration, and 
efficiencies that will allow CERDEC to achieve more timely, relevant, and holistic CEMA military 
capabilities than could the sum of the individual components.”

“
Expected outcome or products of the 
CEWS thrust area include development 
of a core set of data models for inges-
tion of CEMA data from multiple tactical 
sensors at various classification levels; 
new data analytics to identify and 
correlate Cyber SA/SU events and the 
demonstration of integrated Cyber, EW 
and SIGINT within tactical DCGS-A and 
Mission Command infrastructure.

story continued 
on next page >>

Cyber Electromagnetic 
Contest Operational View
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The payoff from the CEWS thrust area includes the ability to leverage tactical assets to significantly 
augment Cyber SA for the tactical commander; the ability to leverage tactical assets to enable 
Cyberspace Operations and the ability to maintain near real time awareness of operation environment 
to include BDA of ongoing missions. 

Electronic Warfare
Use electromagnetic and directed  

energy to control the electromagnetic  
spectrum or to attack the enemy.

 
- Electronic attack

- Electronic protection
- Electronic warfare support

Cyber 
Electromagnetic 

Activites

Cyberspace 
Operations

Employ cyberspace capabilities  
to achieve objectives.

- Offensive cyberspace operations
- Defensive cyberspace operations

- DOD information  
   network operations 

Spectrum
Management 
Operations

 
Plan, coordinate, and manage the  

use of the electromagnetic spectrum 
through operational, engineering,  

and administrative procedures 
to deconflict all systems.

>> story continued
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Our Chapter members are the proud recipients of  
two national awards as directed by the Association of  
Old Crows (AOC) board of directors. 

AWARDS
By John Dittus

Individually Mark Farwell has been recognized for his contributions to Cyber warfare as the  
recipient of the AOC Cyber Award.

The Association of Old Crows (AOC) board of directors has established an Electronic Warfare 
Technology Hall of Fame that recognizes individuals or groups of individuals who have been prime 
innovators in technology development of electronic warfare. These efforts resulted in significant 
survivability improvements for our armed forces. These improvements can be in diverse technological 
areas such as components, jamming systems, receiving systems, reconnaissance/SIGINT systems, 
threat system understanding, software, countermeasure testing, countermeasure analysis,  
counter-countermeasures, etc. 

After careful deliberation and extensive evaluation, the US Army CERDEC I2WD  
WAM Team has been selected for membership into this Technology Hall of Fame.

Please join us in congratulating  
our members for this noteworthy  
achievement.
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KNOW A 
CROW

WORK EXPERIENCE:
 
Michael Ryan joined the Department of Army civilian workforce in 
1983 with the Armament Research, Development and Engineering 
Center at Picatinny Arsenal, NJ.  For over seven years he was 
involved in fire control system research and development efforts 
for ground combat vehicle, air defense, and Joint Services small 
arms programs.  Michael’s Army Acquisition Corps experience 
began in 1991 with the CECOM Night Vision Electronic Sensors 
Directorate (NVESD), Ft Monmouth, NJ. He soon transitioned to 
PM Electronic Warfare Reconnaissance Surveillance and Target 
Acquisition (EW/RSTA) as an Assistant Product Manager for 
various electro-optic countermeasure programs in support of the 
Army, USMC, and foreign cooperative efforts. Beginning in 1996, 
he held several key engineering and acquisition management 
positions within PEO Intelligence Electronic Warfare & Sensors, 
and was responsible for standing up the Acquisition & Logistics 
Integrity (A&LI) Division within PEO IEW&S. In 2003, he served 
as the first Product Director (PD) Net Ready ISR Enterprise 
under Project Manager Distributed Common Ground System – 
Army (DCGS-A).  From 2004-2006, he was the Army Product 
Director Counter Radio Controlled Improvised Explosive Device 
(RCIED) Electronic Warfare (CREW), where he was responsible 
for developing and fielding the Warlock family of systems and 
CREW-Duke counter RCIED jammers to combat units in OIF/
OEF.  These systems provided critical force protection against the 
IED roadside bomb threat and continue to do so today. In 2006, 
Michael briefly deployed to Iraq and then later in 2009 to both Iraq 
and Afghanistan. After his PM CREW tour, he stood up the Counter 
IED Coordination Cell within Communication Electronic Research, 
Development Engineering Center (CERDEC) in 2007. Its mission 
was to synchronize investments across multiple PEOs/PMs and to 
minimize spectrum fratricide amongst spectrum dependent systems 
and EW jammers.  In the summer of 2007, Michael attended Senior 
Service College at the National Defense University, and upon 
graduating in 2008 assumed his current position as Deputy Project 
Manager Electronic Warfare.  Today, PM EW & Cyber is responsible 
for a broad capability portfolio set consisting of tactical electronic 
warfare, signals intelligence, offensive cyber, and electronic warfare/
spectrum planing & management tools.

Michael received a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
from Farleigh Dickinson University, Teaneck, NJ in 1983.  He is a 
2001 graduate of the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 
(with distinction) with a MS in Program Management; and he is a 
2008 graduate of the National Defense University (NDU), Industrial 
College of the Armed Forces, Washington DC with a MS in National 
Resource Strategy.  He is also DAU Level III certified in Program 
Management, Life Cycle Logistics, and Systems Engineering; and 
Level II certified in Production Quality/Manufacturing, and Test & 
Evaluation.

His notable awards include Federal Executive Board (MD) 
Outstanding Supervisor – Bronze (‘12), Federal 100 Award recipient 
(‘09), Superior Civilian Service Award (‘06), Commander’s Award for 
Civilian Service (‘05), Army Acquisition Excellence Team Award for 
“Equipping & Sustaining our Soldiers” (‘05), and the White House 
Y2K Presidential Council Award for outstanding Leadership (‘00).

Michael is married to his wife Christine and has twin sons, Kevin 
(27) and Christopher (27), and stepsons Danny (12) and Mickey (10). 
 

CURRENT POSITION:  
Deputy Project Manager Electronic 
Warfare & Cyber

 
HIGHLIGHTS:
•  32+ yrs of Acquisition experience
• ARDEC, Picatinny Arsenal (83-91)
• CECOM NVESD and PM EWRSTA (91-96)
•  Acquisition & Logistics Integrity lead 

under PEO IEW&S HQs (96-03)
•  Product Director Net Ready ISR 

Enterprise under PM DCGS-A (03-04)
•  Product Director CREW under PM  

Signals Warfare (04-06)
•  CERDEC Director Counter IED 

Coordination Cell (07)
•  Deputy Project Manager Electronic 

Warfare & Cyber (08 to present)

 
OPERATIONAL 
EXPERIENCE:
•  Deployed to Iraq in 2006 as PD CREW 

responsible for initial fieldings of Duke 
CREW jammer systems to OIF units

•  Deployed to OIF/OEF in 2009 as DPM  
EW to assess field sustainment posture  
of EW portfolio

Michael E. Ryan
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The Aberdeen Proving Ground Susquehanna Chapter of AOC has long been 
tied to the APG, formerly Fort Monmouth, community. Since BRAC in 2005, 
and the subsequent move to APG, the AOC is in the process of establishing 
the Susquehanna chapter along with plans for support to APG and the local 
community to facilitate networking between government and industry officials 
in the intelligence, electronic warfare and cyber disciplines and provide much 
needed support to educational/scholarship and STEM activities.

The Chapter will hold luncheons of interest to its members, support STEM 
related activities, provide scholarship opportunities to deserving students, 
and technical competitions to increase awareness of new and innovative 
technologies in the intelligence, electronic warfare and cyber domain.

To continue the efforts outlined above, we need your support for without 
your participation we will not be able to continue to provide the networking, 
scholarships, and community outreach that we provide today.

With this thought in mind, we have created a Sponsorship Program designed to 
fit most any company or individual, in an effort to provide the funding needed 
to support the Chapter’s overall community outreach program.

Each level provides the following benefits:
• Up to five seats at Chapter luncheons
• Announcement of your Sponsorship through our various media platforms
• Recognition at chapter events throughout the year
• Special Logo recognition on our APG Susquehanna Chapter website
•  Your support listed on dozens of Chapter event email which are broadcast 

to the entire APG AOC membership database each year

SPONSORSHIP OPTIONS
GOLD - $1,000, 5 seats as outlined above
SILVER - $ 500, 2 seats as outlined above
BRONZE - $250, 1 seat as outlined above (for companies with 10 or fewer employees)

To pay by PayPal: Go to www.crows.org/chapters/apg-susquehanna-roost-sponsors.html
 
To pay by Check: Provide your name, the organization’s name, address,  
phone number and website address, and mail payment to:
Susquehanna Chapter AOC  |  PO Box 769  |  Aberdeen, MD 21001

After completing the payment process, forward your company logo and primary 
point of contact information to Dave Lockhart at david.e.lockhart@boeing.com,  
443-360-9315.

2015-2016 
OFFICERS
Michael Ryan
PRESIDENT

Mark Nolletti
VICE PRESIDENT

Mike Bowen
TREASURER

Fran Orzech
SECRETARY

AOC SUSQUEHANNA ANNUAL 
SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM
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THANK YOU 
TO OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS!

A special thanks to all of our annual corporate sponsors 
for their most gracious support of our Chapter!

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

Association of Old Crows APG Susquehanna Chapter
P.O. Box 769, Aberdeen, Maryland 21001

To promote the exchange of ideas and information in the fields of Cyber, Electronic Warfare 
(EW) and Information Operations (IO) 

WE’RE ON THE WEB!  www.crows.org/chapters/susquehanna/
11

Envision
Innovative Solutions


